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Notice

Even More Products to help
you with your genealogy!

Progeny Genealogy Inc. offers
other excellent genealogy products
that read your genealogy file
directly:

http://progenygenealogy.com/produ
cts/timeline-charts/universal-version
.aspx

Automatically check your family
records for place name
inaccuracies and instantly see each
ancestor’s hometown on a map.

http://progenygenealogy.com/produc
ts/family-maps.aspx

http://progenygenealogy.com

See your ancestors’ lives in time
with this leader in genealogy
timeline software.

Genelines

Map My Family Tree
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Section 1 - Introduction

What is a Wall Chart?

A wall chart is any large-scale genealogy chart that exceeds the paper size capacity of a typical
desktop printer. 

Common complaints:

· Frustrated because single printed pages do not properly show off your data?

· Disappointed that you have to leave some data out just to make the chart fit?

· Unable to stand back and see the data clearly displayed and easily readable?

Wall Charts are the Solution!

· Use your desktop printer to print to many sheets of standard size paper that can be tiled into a
single large display, 
OR

· Print to a large format printer, called a plotter, to print on just one, very large page.

When you want to display a lot of information and see how everyone connects, wall charts are the
answer. 

While creating a wall chart is not difficult, it does require more than a simple click of a button. You will
want to try out various preferences and options, preview them to see how they look, and then make
adjustments. This is where we can help!  Follow the steps in this guide, and take the time to practice
some of the tips. Before long you will be producing beautiful wall charts.

Charting Programs

To create a wall chart you will need a charting program. All of the programs listed below are
compatible with Progeny Genealogy, and are capable of producing various styles and formats of wall
charts.

Charting Companion, reads:

· Family Tree Maker

· Legacy

· RootsMagic

· Ancestral Quest

· PAF

· Family Tree Heritage (Individual Software)

· Family Historian (Calico Pie)

· GEDCOM
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Section 2 - Getting Started

Before you begin, take time to think about your reason for wanting to print a large wall chart of your
family data. 

· Do you want to mount and frame it for a gift or permanent display?  

· Do you want to use it as a tool to help you visualize your research? 

· Do you have enough data to generate a really attractive wall chart, or would it look better on a
single sheet of printer paper?

· Do you want to display a single line to a distant ancestor, or are you more interested in showing
the many lines that lead to your family?

· What will you use to print your wall chart? (i.e. a home printer, plotter, etc.)

Creating a Wall Chart

To design a useful and beautiful wall chart you must make decisions about which kind of display best
fits your purpose. You will also need to consider what to include and what to leave out, as well as the
shape, size and scale that will suit the job.

Some typical criteria:

· Fit as many people as possible on the chart.

· Include as much information as possible for each person on the chart.

· Select a large font for clarity.

· Make the chart an appropriate size for display.

· Allow adequate margins for framing.

You will probably make a preliminary chart, examine the results in Print Preview, and realize that
you will have to make changes. You may repeat that process many times before you settle on a
design that suits you. This is the most important part of the process, so feel free to experiment, be
creative and have fun!  This way you can be sure that your chart looks just the way you like before
you print it. 

Wall Chart Limitations

The number of generations you can display depends greatly on the amount of data you wish to print,
as well as the options you choose, such as chart type, page size, events to include, place names and
so on. 

For Example:

· A Descendant or Ancestor Chart with very few branches could print up to 200 generations. 

· An Ancestor Chart with gaps in the ancestry could print up to 20 generations. If every ancestral
branch is filled in, then 10 generations will display nicely on a 3×9-foot chart.

· A Descendant Chart (Left-Right) of a large family whose descendants each in turn had large
families has the potential to have several hundred people within only a few generations. This
means you may only be able to comfortably fit four generations on your chart.

· As many as 1100 people can fit on a large wall chart, if no events are included. If you include
birth and death dates and places, then a 3×9-foot chart will comfortably display about 460
individuals.
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Selecting the Right Chart

There are many different types of wall charts available, so you will want to carefully choose the one
that best matches your display needs. You can print any of the following charts with Charting
Companion and Pedigree Resource File: 

Ancestor:

Left-to-
right
or
Bottom-up

Descenda
nt:

Left-Right
or
Top-Down
or
Bottom-up

Fan
(Ancestor
&
Descenda
nt)

Hourglass
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Bow Tie Outline
Descenda
nt

Fractal Trellis

Dandelion Pedigree

X-chromos
ome
Ancestor

X-chromos
ome
Descenda
nt
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Section 3 - Adjusting the Chart Size

One of Progeny’s most powerful charting features is the ability to present charts on as few pages as
possible. However, you can often print your chart on even fewer pages by adjusting a few of the
following chart options:

· Cousin Smart

· Date Format

· New Line After Name

· Number of Events

· Print Place Names

· Limit Photo Height 

· Paper Orientation

· Chart Scale

· Box Minimum and Maximum

· Fonts

· Photo Size

Keep in mind that while changes may be slight for one person’s box, these changes affect all boxes
in the chart, resulting in significant changes overall. 

Note:  If you are planning on printing your chart to a large scale printer or creating a large, one
page PDF file of your chart, review Section 5 – Printing Your Chart.

To adjust the size of the chart, click on the Hourglass icons in the Toolbar to zoom in/zoom out. Hold
down the Shift key while you are zooming for finer increments. You can also press Ctrl +/Ctrl -, of roll
the thumbwheel on your mouse.

Cousin Smart

Contents Tab, Cousin Smart

This option ensures that lineage of common ancestors or descendants for cousins who marry are not
repeated on the same chart, resulting in a smaller chart on less paper. The duplicate persons are
printed in a box with horizontal grey line fill (hatch). 

Total Chart size BEFORE 34 x 34 inches Total chart size AFTER 34 x 29 inches

Note: This option is not available for the Bow Tie & Fan Charts.
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Date Format

Contents Tab, Date Format

You can conserve space in your chart by switching to Short Date format. This is most effective if
“New Line After Name” in the Box Tab is turned off.

Total chart size BEFORE 34 x 32
inches

Total chart size AFTER: 34 x 25 inches

New Line after Name

Box Tab, New Line After Name

When New Line after Name is turned off, events will print one after the other, instead on a separate
line for each, shortening the box a bit. This may make the entire chart a bit shorter.

BEFORE AFTER

Number of Events

Contents Tab, Events

Decreasing the number of events can affect the overall size of the chart significantly.

Total chart size BEFORE 33 x 36
inches

Total chart size AFTER 33 x 32 inches

Print Place Names

Contents Tab, Print Place Names

Printing place names can take up a lot of space on a wall chart. Turning this option off is a good
option if your goal is to fit as many people as possible on the chart. Many users compromise by
selecting fewer events, (i.e. Birth & Death only) but also printing the place.
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Total chart size BEFORE 33 x 32
inches

Total chart size AFTER 29 x 26 inches

Chart Scale

Layout Tab, Chart Scale

Changing the Chart Scale allows you to manipulate the size of your chart without changing the
shape. Enter a value greater than 100 to increase the printed size of the chart. A value less than 100
will shrink the size of the chart. All boxes, lines, and text will be scaled accordingly.

Total size BEFORE (125 % scale) 34” x
41”  

Total size AFTER (100% scale) 31” x 33”

Paper Orientation

Layout Tab, Paper Orientation

Your program will automatically adjust box shapes when switching to portrait or landscape mode.
Sometimes you may be able to get more generations on a page in landscape mode. The example
below is one such case.
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Total chart size BEFORE 34 x 29 inches

Total chart size AFTER 40 x 29 inches

Box Minimum and Maximum

Box Tab, Box Width

Box charts use the box width ranges to calculate the smallest and largest width of the box that is to
be drawn. By increasing your minimum and maximum widths, the length of the box can be increased
substantially. The result is a shorter chart with long place names having less word wrapping within
the box. However, doing this will increase the width of your chart and so may reduce the number of
generations you can print without going to another page.
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Box size BEFORE Min 1.25, Max 3
inches

Box size AFTER Min 3, Max 6 inches

Photo Size

Box Tab, Box Width OR Limit photo height

In Pedigree Resource File, the photo width is automatically sized (smaller or larger) to the width of
the printed box. The box length will vary proportionately so the photo will always retain its original
aspect ratio (width to length).

You can change the size of the printed photo by adjusting the box width and/or the scale of the chart.
This option is under the Box Tab of the Options dialog for each chart. The photo is always printed
beneath the name and event information for the individual. You cannot change the position of the
photo.

BEFORE: 100 % scale AFTER: 70 % scale

In Charting Companion, you have the option to limit the height of the photo so that the size of the
image will not increase past the specified size when the box width is increased. Simply select Limit
photo height in the Box tab of the chart options dialog and enter the desired maximum height. 
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BEFORE: Box width 2" AFTER: Box width 4"

If you choose not to limit the photo height, the photo width will be automatically sized (smaller or
larger) to the width of the printed box, as described in the example above.
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Fonts

Font Tab

With Charting Companion and Pedigree Resource File, you can adjust the font type, style, and size
for each chart, making it larger or smaller. 

BEFORE: Arial 10 pt

AFTER Font: Comic Sans MS 14 pt
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Section 4 - Adding Pizzazz

With just a few simple clicks the following options can transform an ordinary wall chart into something
truly special.

· Color

· Line Width

· Margins

· Custom Note

Color

Color Tab

Adding color can make wall charts more attractive and interesting. Depending on the style chosen, it
can also help make family relationships more apparent. Progeny offers four color styles for your
Ancestor, Fan, Bow Tie, Descendant, Fractal, Dandelion and Hourglass Charts; choose to color by
gender, generation, or lineage X-chromosome (ancestor type only). Use our professionally selected
default colors or choose your own - it's up to you! Of course, we still offer our traditional black & white
(no color) option as well.

As an added bonus, with Charting Companion you can assign custom colors to individuals in your
database so that they always print with your specified outline, fill and text colors, unless the No Color
option is selected. 

Color by Generation

When the Color by Generation option is selected each generation of ancestors or descendants is
assigned its own color.
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Color by Gender

Choose this option to color each box according to the gender of the individual.

Color by Lineage

Color by Lineage is really two options in one, and can look quite different, depending on whether it is
applied to an ancestor or descendant chart. If in an ancestor chart, this option will assign a different
color to the following four lines:

1. Father of the Father
2. Mother of the Father
3. Father of the Mother
4. Mother of the Mother

If the Lineage option is selected in a descendant chart, the program will assign a different color to
each of the subject's children and their descendant line.
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Gradient

Choose this option to have the color of each box in the chart fade from the color you choose on the
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left to the gradient color on the right.

Here's a Neat Trick!!

You can quickly and easily change your colors within a style to be shades of the same or similar
colors, in ascending or descending order. Although the following instructions use fill color as an
example, they can be applied to fill, text and outline colors.

1. Select your starting fill color by clicking on the first box and choosing the desired color.

2. Press the Ctrl key on your keyboard and left click on the first box. This copies the color.

3. Press the Shift key on your keyboard and left click on the bottom fill box. This pastes the color.
4. Change the color of this box to a lighter or darker shade, or to a different color.

5. Press the Ctrl & Shift keys, then click on the bottom fill box. All boxes in between will become a
shade of the color chosen.
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Individual Custom Colors

Charting Companion can use custom color events created in the genealogy database to assign
specific Fill, Text and Outline colors to individuals on your charts. Individuals who have been
assigned a custom color will always print in the box color of your choice, regardless of the color
scheme chosen in Charting Companion, unless the No Color option is selected. 

Here are some examples of how to add custom events.

To assign custom colors to individuals using Legacy:

1. Open up your family file in Legacy.
2. Browse to and double-click on a desired individual to bring up the Individual's Information dialog

box. 

3. Under Events/Facts, select the Add button.

4. In the Event field, enter the word Color.
5. In the Description field enter the colors of your choice for the Fill, Text and Outline colors, in that

order, placing a space between each color choice. Colors may be entered as follows:

i. Red Green Blue (RGB) Values (i.e. 255,0,0 0,0,0 0,255,0)

ii. HTML Color Codes (i.e. #FF0000 #000000 #00FF00)

iii. Color Words (i.e. Red Green Blue)

To assign custom colors to individuals using PAF Companion:

1. Open up your family file in PAF.

2. Browse to a desired individual, click on Edit, Individual to bring up the Individual's Information
dialog box. 

3. Click on Options, New Event / Attribute.

4. Click on New. 

5. In the Title and Short Title fields, enter the word Color. In Abbreviation, enter co. 

6. Check Use Description. Click OK, then Select.
7. In the Description field enter the colors of your choice for the Fill, Text and Outline colors, in that

order, placing a space between each color choice. Colors may be entered as follows:
i. Red Green Blue (RGB) Values (i.e. 255,0,0 0,0,0 0,255,0)
ii. HTML Color Codes (i.e. #FF0000 #000000 #00FF00)
iii. Color Words (i.e. Red Green Blue)

Tip: The following seventeen color words are supported by Charting Companion: 

Black, Green, Silver, Lime, Gray, Olive, White,Yellow, Maroon, Navy, Red, Blue, Purple, Teal,
Fuchsia, Aqua, Default. If Default is entered, Charting Companion will use the color selected
within the Color tab of the Chart Options dialog.

For example, Charting Companion created this box:

By entering the following information in Legacy:
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Line Width

Box Tab, Line Width

Progeny's line width option allows users to specify the line width of the box outline and the
connecting lines between boxes. A heavier point is best for wall charts because it makes the lines
stand out from greater distances.

 Sample Chart - 3 pt line width

Margins

Layout Tab, Margins

If your number of generations doesn’t fill the page to the full width of the chart, you may want to
adjust the margins so the entire chart is centred on the page and within the borders.
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Margins BEFORE
Top, bottom, left & right 0.75
inches

Margins AFTER
Top & Bottom 8 inches, Left & Right 3 inches

Custom Note

File, Preferences, Options, Author OR Submitter

You may want to add a custom note to your chart, such as a date on the chart, a research note, etc.
To do this you will need to edit the Author or Submitter line. This line usually contains author
information, but can be edited to include other notes, as long as the line does not exceed the width of
the page. 

1. Open the program. 

2. Select File, Options, Author, and add your note.
3. Create your chart

Tip:  These changes will not affect your User Information in your family file and will not be saved
when you exit the program.
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Section 5 - Printing Your Chart

Once the creative work is done, you are ready for the final step – printing. Here again you have some
decisions to make.

· Desktop Printing

· Publishing

· Plotter Printing

· Commercial Printing

Desktop Printing

Most home printers can usually only print on paper sized 8.5 X 14 or A4, and smaller. Despite this,
you can still use your home printer to produce very large wall charts. The technique, called “tiling,” is
like making a mosaic. Charts spanning multiple pages can be printed, trimmed and taped together
matching up the crop marks and page numbers on the printouts. 

Tip:  Keeping page margins narrow reduces paper-trimming waste. Be sure you have checked
the “Print page numbers” under the Layout Options.

Assembling ('tiling') Wall Charts is easy!

The Art of Tiling

Your genealogy chart was
tiled (printed) over two or
more pages.
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Trimming

Trim the top strip of the
second and subsequent
pages.

Cut along the dotted crop
line.

If the chart had two or
more columns, trim the left
strip on the second and
subsequent columns.

Gluing

Apply glue to the bottom
strip of the first page.

Assembling

Press the top of the
second page upon the
glued bottom of the first
page.

Assembling columns

Repeat for third & all other
pages.

If the chart has two or
more columns, assemble
each column first, then
overlap the columns.
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Publishing to PDF

When you publish your chart, you are simply creating a digital copy that can be used in many ways.
You can put a published copy on a CD or a thumb drive (memory stick) to take to the printer, or mail
to a relative or friend. Alternatively, you can place a copy on your web site for others to see and
download.

To publish your wall chart as one large page:

1. Publish the chart to PDF and save the file to your hard drive, or CD.
Important: Do not print directly to the PDF Printer. Use the program's "Publish" and "Preview"
options instead.

PDF Limitations

In some operating systems the page size may be limited to 200 x 200 inches in the Print Preview. If
your printer can print larger pages than this, you can use the Zoom icons to adjust the size of the
chart.

Publish to HTML or SVG

You can publish your chart to HTML for uploading to a Website, or attaching to an email.

If you publish the chart as an SVG (Scalable Vector Graphics) file, you can edit it with vector editing
programs such as Adobe Illustrator, or Inkscape.

Commercial Printing

For the home genealogist who occasionally wants to print a large wall chart for permanent display or
as a gift, the best option is to take your file to a commercial printer.

Some printing services may be able to accept your chart in PDF file format. Others may be able to
accept a printer file format. Most print shops now accept printer ready files over the Internet, using a
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Program. You may prefer to save the file to a CD or thumb drive
(memory stick). Some print shops, such as Kinkos, have printer drivers to facilitate reviewing the
chart before you print.

Contact your print shop well in advance to find out their requirements. Be sure to tell them the date
you need your chart so that they can schedule the work.

Printing to a Plotter

For printing on very large sheets of paper, you will need a special printer called a plotter. These
plotters can print on paper from 24” to 72” wide. 

Obtain the printer driver, usually by an online download from the
printer manufacturer. See also http://www.printer-drivers.com/

Install the printer driver on your machine. 

Open charting program. Click on File, Print Setup and select the
new plotter printer driver.

Under Properties, select the paper size you will be using, click
OK.

Prepare your chart, then print.

http://www.printer-drivers.com/
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Note on Computer Limitations

If you are creating a large chart, or are previewing repeatedly, you should close any other programs
running on your computer. This will free up your computer’s resources and increase your system
performance.

If your printer displays a ‘not enough memory’ message while attempting to print, this indicates that
print job requires more memory than your printer has available. To remedy this, browse to your
printer properties and select to print the chart using the computer memory instead of the printer’s
memory. Not all printer drivers offer this option. If you cannot find this option for your printer, consult
the printer help file, user manual or technical support for the printer manufacturer.

Thank-You
Thank you for choosing to use a Progeny charting program for your wall chart printing needs!  We
hope you will enjoy using the program to create useful wall charts that will be family treasures for
years to come. 
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